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BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 
501 Comfort Place, Mishawaka 

Room A 
August 17, 2022 

Immediately following CHC Board Meeting 
 

 
A G E N D A 

 
1. Call to Order – Mary Newbold 
 
2. Minutes 

a. Approval of 5/18/22 Board Meeting Minutes (action) – Mary Newbold 
 
3. Financial Reports – Kurt Janowsky 

a. July 2022 Financial Statement (Action) 
b. Investment Portfolio (information) 
c. Private Equity (Action) 

 
4.   Management Reports (information) 

a. Chief Operating Officer's Report – Mike Wargo  
b. Fundraising and Stewardship – Chris Taelman 
c. Education & Collaborative Partnerships – Cyndy Searfoss 

 
5.  Adjournment – Mary Newbold 
 
 
 

Next Meeting November 16, 2022 
 

# # #  
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Hospice Foundation  
Board of Directors Meeting Minutes 

May 18, 2022 
 
Members Present: Jennifer Ewing, Kurt Janowsky, Mark Wobbe, Wendell Walsh 
HF Staff: Mark Murray, Mike Wargo, Karl Holderman, Chris Taelman, Cyndy Searfoss, Lacey Ahern, Heidi Payton 

 
Topic Discussion Action 

• Call to Order • The meeting was called to order at 9:15a.m. K. Janowsky 
• Minutes • A motion was made to accept the minutes of the 2/16/22 meeting as presented. The 

motion was accepted unanimously. 
J. Ewing motioned 
W. Walsh seconded 

• Financial 
Statements 

• Investment portfolio: As of April 30, 2022 we had in our Intermediate pool 
$4,751,660.21; the long-term investments were at $25,567,973.59, for a total 
investment at Vanguard of $30,319,633.80. This represents a $4,049,102 loss year-
to-date. 

• April 2022 Financial Statement: Development income was $1,425,558.00, and with 
the investments loss our total revenue YTD is ($2,583,534.00). Expenses were 
$1,088,819.00, which is approximately $180,000 under what was budgeted. Our 
YTD is at ($3,672,353.00). Factoring out Global Partners in Care from those figures 
we are at ($3,676,564.00). 

• A motion was made to accept the April 2022 Financial Statement as presented. The 
motion was accepted unanimously. 

• Mike pointed out that while the figures in this report are actual cash, the Foundation 
tracks by amounts raised, including pledges as revenue. 

• Regarding Phase II of the Mishawaka Campus project, the total outstanding balance 
is approximately $12M. We are within 12 months of this coming due and are 
currently paying interest-only at a very low interest rate. We’ve raised significant 
dollars for Phase II over the years and have continued to invest that money. A few 
months ago we discussed the possibility of taking funds from our investments to pay 
off or pay down this loan. Given where our portfolio is today this would not be a 
wise decision. Interest rates are going to keep rising, and will be meeting with 1st 
Source Bank about refinancing options.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
M. Wobbe motioned 
W. Walsh seconded 
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Hospice Foundation Board of Directors Meeting – 5/18/22, page 2 

 

Topic Discussion Action 
• Management 

Report 
 
 
 
 

Helping Hands Award Dinner: 
• We surpassed our $150,000 gross income goal for the Helping Hands Award 

Dinner. We are still tabulating the final results but anticipate that our bottom line 
will look good because our costs were lower than in previous years.  

Honoring Choices Indiana-North Central ad campaign:  
• Kerry Palmer, from Palmer Funeral Homes made a $12,000 investment in 2021 

for an ad campaign for Honoring Choices Indiana-North Central. Those ads have 
been running on WSBT. He has indicated his plans to do so again, so we will 
continue to have messaging going out about advance care planning.  

Friends of Hospice appeal:  
• The focus of this year’s Friends of Hospice appeal will be the Life Transition 

Center (LTC) programs Camp Evergreen and After Images art counseling 
program, as well as the are of greatest need. We will highlight that these services 
are offered to the community free of charge. Thirty-eight percent of the people 
who came through the LTC last year were from the community, with no prior 
ties to Center for Hospice Care. 

• This will be mailed around Memorial Day. In the past our mailing list included 
anyone who had given in the previous three years. We have been tracking how 
many donations we were receiving online versus those that were mailed in. As a 
result, we have been able to scale back those mailings and the associated costs 
with printing and mailing by about two-thirds. Rather than send out 
approximately 30,000 pieces, we’re now only going to mail 11,000 pieces. 
These will go to highly targeted recipients who will likely contribute by mail via 
check as opposed to donating online. We will also continue to do e-blasts 
highlighting this appeal through the next few months. 

Next Generation Donors:   
• Chris had a recent conversation with a former board member that brought to 

mind our continued need to target the next generation of donors. There is a 
younger member of a fairly prominent family in our community who recently 
took advantage of the free bereavement services we offer and is interested and 
motivated to work with us to raise money for those efforts. We need to be 
purposeful in looking at our fundraising initiatives and how we can engage the 
next generation.. One method we are implementing more frequently is our 
electronic communications. This has become a much more effective 
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Hospice Foundation Board of Directors Meeting – 5/18/22, page 3 

 

Topic Discussion Action 
communication method in recent years as we now have email addresses for the 
majority of our donors. 

• The digital pieces we send have a very high click-through rate. Anything we 
send from our donor database management system has a back-end tracking tool. 
As a result, we are able to see who opened it, how many links were clicked, what 
links were clicked, and who has unsubscribed. Our open rate is typically 30-40% 
which is very high, especially considering we send these to 16,000-18,000 
people. The industry standard is that anything over 10% is doing well. We curate 
this and are thoughtful about not sending too many emails and that we’re not 
asking repetitively to fund the same programs. We try to make our newsletters 
informative and we see that a lot of people are clicking through to our website 
link to learn more. Our “ask” is typically subtle, and we structure our stories so 
that the first part of the story will interest them enough to click on the link which 
takes them to the website to finish reading the articles and perhaps donate. Our 
unsubscribe rate is approximately 3%. We see a higher rate at the end of the year 
because people are getting inundated with messages from many organizations to 
get their gift in before the end of the year. 

• Our definition of the next generation is anyone who is Gen X or later. Boomers 
are the current generation of donors. One of the challenges we are working on is  
to identify communication methods that will resonate with them and help them 
understand our mission, what we’re doing, why it makes a difference and why 
he should want to support us.  

• We are also targeting the next generation for our education opportunities. The 
practitioners who are really in the position to make referrals are the NPs. Jen 
Ewing agreed to provide a list of NP’s in our service area. As a provider herself, 
and with her knowledge of our organization she is in a unique position to put us 
in front of this group to educate them. We are planning an IU Talk in Elkhart for 
a dozen nurse practioners in formation. It will give them exposure and hands-on 
training as they will also be coming here for an interdisciplinary meeting and 
they will also rotate on this track. 

Giving Trends: 
• Our Annual Appeal (November-May) has raised $96,000, which is down a bit 

from last year. That particular appeal was the best one we have ever had and 
generated $120,000. Look back historically, $96,000 is a good outcome. The 
initial push for the Annual Appeal is during the holidays.  
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Topic Discussion Action 
• While our number of donors has decreased over the years,our average annual 

gifts are increasing. This trend began a little over a decade ago when we had 27 
donors that were giving $1,000 or more in 2008-2009. At that time, we 
introduced the Circle of Caring and have stratified groups of donors who give 
$250, $500, $1,000, $5,000, $10,000 and $25,000 annually. That group of 27 has 
turned into several hundred donors who are now giving at those levels every 
year. ,  

• We make it easy for donors to give, including the recurring gift model. They are 
able to easily give us their credit card number and let us know how much to 
charge each month. 

Milton Village: 
• Although Milton Adult Day Services has moved into the Roseland facility there 

is still no final agreement with REAL Services. The lawyer involved on the 
REAL Services side has been dealing with a serious family medical issue over 
the past several weeks. In addition to the lease agreement we are also in the 
process of finalizing the revised Management Agreement.During the process of 
finalizing these documents Mike indicated he believes the former CEO, Becky 
Zaseck, was deferring final decisions so her successor would have an 
opportunity to be involved in the final decisions. The new CEO, Karla Fales, is 
now on board. One decision that’s been reached is to call the overall property 
Milton Village, rather than Care Connections Center at Milton Village. This is 
due to the fact that REAL Services has a grant-funded program called Care 
Connections which they would like to continue running.  Mark, Mike and Karl 
will meet with Karla this week to negotiate final deal points. They will then 
forward the final documents to the attorney. 

 
Adjournment • The meeting adjourned at 9:50 a.m. Next meeting 8/17/22 

 
Prepared by Heidi Payton for approval by the Board of Directors on August 17, 2022.  
 
 
________________________________________________           _____________________________________________ 
Mary Newbold, Chair         Heidi Payton, Recording Secretary 
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QUARTERLY MANAGEMENT REPORT 
August 2022 

 
FUNDRAISING & STEWARDSHIP 

 
Fund Raising Comparative Summary 
Through July 2022, the Hospice Foundation recorded the following calendar year cash gifts as 
compared with the same period during the previous seven years:   

    

 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 

January 82,400.05 65,460.71 46,552.99 37,015.96 62,707.48 79,642.06 44,297.77 706,739.60 
February 150,006.82 101,643.17 199,939.17 93,912.90 113,771.80 222,116.20 92,053.38 744,945.66 
March 257,463.89 178,212.01 282,326.61 220,485.17 369,862.26 295,882.74 302,752.14 831,998.95 
April 419,610.76 341,637.10 431,871.55 310,093.61 565,568.94 414,128.88  894,989.96 1,188,158.84 
May 635,004.26 579,888.08 574,854.27 505,075.65 663,483.70 565,824.55 963,783.86 1,258,384.72 
June 794,780.62 710,175.32 1,066,118.11 633,102.69 850,496.19  608,907.96 1,226,150.74 1,422,623.48 
July 956,351.88 1,072,579.84 1,277,609.56 767,397.15 918,451.53 676,956.69 1,965,823.42 1,664,155.69 
August 1,042,958.42 1,205,050.76 1,346,219.26 868,232.25 1,018,532.22     818,805.78  2,087,178.64  
September 1,267,659.12 1,297.009.78 1,466,460.27 994,301.35 1,122,498.94 901,877.85 2,162,148.78  
October 1,321,352.39 1,421,110.26 1,593,668.39 1,074,820.86 1,778,379.29 984,590.41 2,239,987.25  
November 1,469,386.01 1,494,702.09 2,443,869.12 1,173,928.93 1,841,457.95 1,036,179.10 2,754,268.82  
December 1,757,042.51 2,018,630.54 2,730,551.86 1,635,368.33   2,946,889.74    1,719,702.83   3,443,708.15  

  
Year-to-Date Monthly Revenue 

(less major campaigns, bequests and significant one-time major gifts) 
 

 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 
January 57,971.60 52,156.98 31,552.99 37,015.96 51,082.36 52,550.56 43,733.76 37,419.52 
February 67,572.77 36,182.46 35,125.58 56,896.94 45,621.02 140,985.12 44,539.12 37,775.38 

March 107,457.07 73,667.84 79,387.44 113,969.42 254,547.16 70,044.19 50,251.42 68,836.18 
April 162,146.87 163,425.09 149,569.94 87,978.18 194,857.93 118,092.10 44,391.21 105,504.21 
May 160,178.34 93,318.98 142,982.72 182,601.92 97,864.76 149,945.67 54,437.96 53,712.27 
June 159,776.36 127,315.24 146,200.17 46,947.92 69,026.39 42,369.40 115,237.02 162,623.08 
July 93,586.27 52,394.52 61,505.45 64,243.53 67,591.20 42,034.72 83,873.96 52,160.02 
August 86,606.54 97,470.92 63,593.03 61,803.98 54,739.37 40,023.54 120,659.30  
September 99,931.45 92,459.02 120,261.01 117,984.73 68,812.68 71,574.73 74,539.46  
October 53,693.27 71,323.54 127,208.12 79,852.69 50,019.27 68,718.24 77,305.23  
November 46,870.62 66,490.16 75,809.56 94,053.07 57,214.65 51,099.68 51,389.39  
December 161,519.80 138,328.11 286,687.74 191,211.72 225,547.36 398,935.27 271,633.01  

Total 1,257,310.96 1,064,532.86 1,319,883.75 1,134,560.06 1,236,924.15 1,246,373.20 1,031,990.84 518,030.66 
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Fundraising Initiatives  
Based upon previously reported strategic planning sessions, action plans are underway 
regarding HF’s Tier 1 fundraising priorities.  
 
• Milton Village (Milton Adult Day Services/Roseland facility rehab) – A meeting with 

REAL Services staff to plan next steps regarding this initiative took place recently. 
Our focus remains on the final $1.2 million needed to meet our $6.1million goal. To 
date we have payments and totaling $4,935,000.  

 
• Friends of Hospice – Details provided in the update that follows. 
 
• Plymouth/Marshall County Initiative – Our first gift for this initiative was provided by 

Plymouth FOP Lodge 195. It arrived on June 3. Initial contact with former board 
members and community leaders is taking place as we organize the fundraising 
initiative focused on supporting the establishment of Center for Hospice Care’s new 
home in Marshall County.  

 
• Corporate Days of Giving Return – As pandemic restrictions eased, interest in 

providing support to CHC/HF via corporate community service is returning. Recently 
volunteers from Liberty Mutual helped with spring outdoor clean up at CHC’s Elkhart 
Campus. Press Ganey provided volunteers to help at Milton Village on August 3, and 
we are working with Teachers Credit Union on ways that their employees can assist 
us on their Day of Giving on October 10.  

 
Friends of Hospice – “Support when it’s needed most” 
Response to our recent Friends of Hospice appeal, “Support when it’s needed most” 
totals $24,271.21 from 102 donations through 07/31/22. We are highlighting the work 
of Center for Hospice Care’s Life Transition Center and the bereavement counseling 
that it provides at no charge as the centerpiece of this current fundraising effort. 
 
Planned Giving 
Estate gifts from May 1, 2022 through July 31, 2022 totaled $1,167. These gifts in some 
instances require that we respond to inquiries from those managing the distribution of 
an estate, which is a process that spans many months or up to a year. Through our 
relationship with the FreeWill planned giving platform that began in January 2022, 
CHC/HF has accumulated 16 primary bequests totaling $359,500. 
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2022 Events  

The 17th Lube-A-Thon, a third-party event conducted by Tom’s Car Care in South Bend, 
took place on July 29 and was the largest to date. We await final numbers, but 
anticipate that it will generate approximately $10,000 of support.   
 
Milton Village donor reception will take place on September 13 at Milton Village. More 
specific information is forthcoming. 
 
The first Circle of Caring Award will be presented to Tim Portolese and Bruce 
Newswanger on the evening of October 13 at The Lerner Crystal Ballroom in Elkhart. 
  
Veterans Tribute Ceremony is scheduled to take place on the afternoon of Tuesday, 
October 11 at the Captain Robert J. Hiler Jr. Veterans Memorial. 
 
Okuyamba Fest will take place on Thursday, October 27. More information is 
forthcoming.

Planning process summary (for reference):  
Hospice Foundation’s Six Core Goals: 

1) Expand unrestricted giving through existing annual giving programs while 
identifying and evaluating new programs to bolster this area. 

2) Endow key mission support programs (Camp Evergreen, After Images, We 
Honor Veterans, etc.) 

3) Establish a process of yearly fundraising priority setting. (Tier 1 summary 
above) 

4) Determine, and then pursue, a realistic base of support for GPIC. 
5) Establish, announce and immediately begin to promote a planned giving 

society. 
6) Work towards the identification, education, cultivation and eventual 

solicitation of the next generation of hospice donors. 
 

EDUCATION & COLLABORATIVE PARTNERSHIPS 
 
Health System/Professional Education Collaborations 
We will have 10 Saint Joseph Hospital family medicine resident rotate at CHC for the 
2022-2023 year. We continue to work with the Memorial Hospital resident program to 
expand the amount of time and exposure that residents in the practice 
management/public health rotation (PMPH) have. We have created a brief survey for 
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residents to take in advance so we can create a custom schedule that matches their 
areas of interest. 
 
IU Talk was offered in person on June 8th at IU South Bend’s Elkhart Campus for 18 IU 
South Bend MSN/FP students. The half-day workshop, which simulates patient/clinician 
conversations using trained actors as patients, focused on building communication skills 
to effectively discuss life-limiting/chronic conditions.  
 
Outreach to Legislators 
NHPCO’s grassroots campaign, MyHospice, continues to be part of our community 
outreach/advocacy. During early June Elleah Tooker, the foundation’s community 
education coordinator and CHC’s MyHospice ambassador, June participated in a fly-in 
Hill Day event with NHPCO. The fly-in highlighted hospice and palliative care bills with 
visits to legislators and staffers. Hill Day meetings included discussions with Senators 
Todd Young and Mike Braun, Representative Jackie Walorski, and staffers for 
Representatives Greg Pence and Frank Mrvan. Follow-up has included email 
correspondence and invitations to come to the Mishawaka Campus during CHC’s 
October events. 
 
During the fly-in, Elleah Tooker received the “District Focus” award for “always bringing 
the focus back where it counts – on the impact of our policy and advocacy on hospice 
patients, families, and providers on the ground” for her commitment to sharing 
constituents’ experiences from CHC’s service area with our congressional delegation, 
NHPCO, and fellow ambassadors. The program has grown to include new states and 
representatives, which has allowed Elleah to engage with multiple hospice communities 
around the US.  
 
Community Education 
We renewed our Hospice Foundation of America (HFA) membership for 2022 and 
created a “Third Thursdays” series of HFA webinars which began in July. We will also 
host webinars in August and September on the third Thursday of the month, utilizing 
webinars from the 2021-2022 package. This series is offered internally and externally 
and will take place on Mishawaka Campus. 
 
Hospice Foundation of America has also released its 2022-2023 educational webinar 
package, which we purchased. With this package comes the ability to offer community 
members and staff at affiliated organizations continuing education credits for various 
disciplines. Community access allows the Center for Education & Advance Care 
Planning (CEACP) to show webinars at multiple locations, expanding our ability to 
provide high-quality hospice-focused education to members of our community. We are 
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currently working with Edward Jones financial advisors to explore the possibility of 
providing a CEU-granting webinar.  
 
We continue to collaborate with IU South Bend as new palliative care courses are 
developed and taught by Dr. Bunmi Okanlami. In addition to the IU Talk workshop, we 
have offered job shadowing and site placement for MSN/NP students. We are also 
exploring opportunities to collaborate on learning experiences for BSN students at 
Milton Adult Day Services (BSN) as well as recruitment of their graduates. Other 
programs at the Vera Z. Dwyer College of Health Sciences have expressed an interest in 
collaborating at MADS as well. 
 
More information about CEACP initiatives and activities is available at our resource 
page at: https://educate4endoflife.org/resources/   
If you’re on Facebook, be sure to visit – and like – our page: 
https://www.facebook.com/CenterForEducationAndAdvanceCarePlanning 
 
Honoring Choices Indiana® – North Central 
Honoring Choices Indiana – North Central continues to focus on three primary activities 
to accomplish its mission to proactively engage the people of our community in 
conversations with loved ones and medical caregivers about their goals for quality of life 
and advance care planning. These are: 
 
1. Provide educational advance care planning (ACP) presentations to organizations, 

faith groups, and healthcare systems.  
2. Train and certifying facilitators to host ACP conversations with individuals. 
3. Engage individuals in ACP conversations to identify and record their values and 

wishes.  
 
For 2022, through the end of July, HCI-NC staff and volunteers have made 13 
presentations to 166 individuals and have an additional 10 presentations scheduled. In 
addition, we now have 122 certified facilitators, with another First Steps® training for 
facilitators scheduled for October. Since the beginning of 2022 we engaged 582 
individuals in ACP conversations resulting in 144 completed documents. More 
documents were likely completed after the conversations. 
 
New initiatives for HCI-NC to promote ACP and increase organizational sustainability 
include: 
1. Expanding our sources of funding, having received grants from Press Ganey and the 

Indiana Department of Health (American Rescue Plan funds). These grants will make 
it possible for us to provide ACP to underserved ethnic populations in addition to 
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health systems and long-term care providers. At present we are seeking community 
leaders within these communities to serve as ACP advocates and champions. 

2. Taking initial steps to promote and provide ACP to corporations as part of their 
benefit programs and to reduce self-insurance costs. Walk-up tables and 
presentations were given at Lippert Components in several Goshen plants. 

3. Working on partnerships with Goshen Health and Center for Healing and Hope 
(Goshen) as well as Casa de Amistad to identify and train bilingual candidates as the 
above initiatives require bilingual facilitators who can serve Spanish-only speakers. 

4. Expanding our reach beyond our current service area of St Joe, Elkhart, and Marshall 
Counties. LaPorte County is the logical frontier due to its proximity and need for 
ACP. 

5. Offering our first Advanced Steps® facilitator training in October for health care and 
social workers to facilitate the POST form. 

6. Creating a simple health care representative form that complies with current/new 
Indiana laws as part of our work with the Indiana Patient Preferences Coalition. 

7. Continuing to collaborate with the other Honoring Choices programs in the US to 
develop resources and innovative programming. 

 
Palliative Care Association of Uganda (PCAU) Partnership 
 
COVID-19 Update 
The Uganda Ministry of Health (MoH) notes that COVID-19 infections have dropped and 
the positivity rate is under five percent which indicates that the pandemic is under 
control.  
 
At least 16 million Ugandans have been vaccinated with one dose, and over 10.9 million 
are fully vaccinated. The initial target was to vaccinate around 22 million people who are 
18 years and above; 74 percent of this number have received at least one dose and 51 
percent of the people in that category are fully vaccinated. Now vaccines are available 
for those 12 years or older. In June Uganda’s Ministry of Health (MoH) destroyed 
150,000 doses of donated Sinopharm COVID-19 vaccines that were found to be unfit 
for use because of irregularities in importation and storage. PCAU partnered with the 
Ministry of Health to promote vaccination – the video is currently highlighted on the 
MOH website homepage and stars Ms. Rose Kiwanuka, the former PCAU country 
director. 
 
PCAU 2021 Annual Report and Strategic Planning 
PCAU released its annual report which highlights their 2021 achievements as well as the 
organization’s accomplishments in areas noted in the 2017-2021 strategic plan. A few of 
the many important activities undertaken in 2021 were: continued participation in 
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national and district COVID-19 task forces; supporting the continuity of palliative care as 
an essential service during the pandemic; providing technical support and training for 
palliative care teams and hosting the 3rd Uganda Conference on Cancer and Palliative 
Care. PCAU celebrates all these achievements as they were made possible by the 
support of CHC/HF. More about PCAU’s annual report is on our CHC/PCAU partnership 
website.  
 
PCAU’s last strategic plan ended in 2021, and they are currently developing their next 
five-year strategic plan. Earlier this year, PCAU engaged an outside consultant to review 
their 2017–2021 operations. Their report will help guide the development of their next 
plan. 
 
One of the highlights from the evaluation was PCAU’s important work in capacity 
building. The consultant noted they were “over-performing” in their Capacity 
Building objective – meaning they well exceeded their goals for the five-year period! 
This objective included initiatives like the PCAU national and branch update meetings, 
platforms that ensure members receive continuous medical education (CME) credits; 
sharing progress on the development of palliative care in the different districts and at 
various health facilities; and the provision of scholarships which enable nursing students 
to complete the advanced diploma in palliative care nursing (ADPCN) course and 
become recognized clinical palliative care practitioners. Strengthening capacity building 
is a core CHC/HF partnership initiative. 
 
You may read the entire evaluation report here. 
 
Exchange visit 
Plans are underway to host PCAU for an exchange visit in October/November 2022. 
Mark Mwesiga (PCAU country director) and Joyce Zalwango (capacity building officer) 
have secured their US visas and tentative travel dates are October 23 – November 12, 
2022. During their stay, they will have many engagements with CHC/HF staff in the 
effort to deepen our partnership. Additionally, they will meet with Road to Hope 
sponsors, hold meetings at the University of Notre Dame and Indiana University of 
South Bend and visit other community partners. 
 
We will host Okuyamba Fest on Thursday, October 27th. In addition to having fun and 
raising awareness, the focus of this event will be fundraising for a new vehicle for PCAU. 
A strong, reliable vehicle is core to all of the work of PCAU and we are committed to 
helping them reach their fundraising goal of $85,000 to purchase a good vehicle. 
 
Road to Hope (RTH)  
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The annual RTH camp was held for all children in primary and secondary school in early 
May at the Banana Village Eco Retreat. The theme of the camp was ‘healthy living’ and 
it included some training activities and facilitated sessions on their health, wellbeing and 
dignity. In addition, the children had time to bond, swim, play football and just enjoy 
being together again. Rose Kiwanuka (known to RTH children as “Mama Rose”) was an 
invited speaker to talk to them about the importance of positive role models.  The RTH 
children in vocational school will have a separate vocational retreat focused on skill 
building and fun in August.  
 

 

(Left) Children enjoy a cake at the camp and (right) Rose Kiwanuka talks to the children about 
role models. 

 
FACILITIES 

Milton Village 
Remodeling is complete on the Milton Village project. Final finishing touches are being 
completed as of this writing. A donor open house is scheduled for September 13. 
 
Plymouth Office 
Interior design work is complete and we are working with Cressy’s construction division 
to develop a project budget. We anticipate work will begin in the coming weeks.  
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